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Talk Overview 

1. The Open Access Movement 
• Background 
• Open Access today 
• Drivers of OA 

 
2. Open Access Business Models 

• Established publishers and disruptive forces 

 
3. The Library and Open Access (from a 

Publisher’s perspective!) 
 

4. Open Access into the future 
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To return control of publishing to universities and researchers by 
providing access to sustainable, high quality Open Access services  

About Ubiquity Press 

Mission 

To disrupt scholarly publishing with a publication model that 
outperforms that of legacy publishers 
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About Ubiquity Press 

Background 

 Spun out of University College London in 2012 
 Researcher-led 
 Publish 22 fully-OA journals 
 Comprehensive approach: journals, books, data, 

software, wetware… 
 Work with institutions to launch journals, 

monographs series, university presses. 
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Open Access 
By “open access” to this literature, we mean its free availability on the public 
internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or 
link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to 
software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or 
technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet 
itself. The only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for 
copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity of 
their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited. 

Budapest Open Access 
Initiative, 2002 
budapestopenaccessinitiative.org/ 

 

✔ ✗ ✗ 
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Open Access 

“within the next ten years, OA will become the default 
method for distributing new peer-reviewed research in every 
field and country." 

Budapest Open Access 
Initiative, 2002 
budapestopenaccessinitiative.org/ 

 

✔ ✗ ✗ 
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Milestones on the Road to 
Open Access  
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• First online OA journals 
published in 1990 

• Mainly humanities and 
social sciences 

• Individual efforts 

1990 

For more detail see Peter Suber’s timeline: 
http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/timeli
ne.htm 
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• established in 1991 at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory to store physics 
preprints 

• Moved to Cornell University in 1999 

• Now also hosts astronomy, mathematics, 
computer science, quantitative biology, 
quantitative finance and statistics 
preprints 

1991 

• As of 24th June 2014 arXiV holds 949,041 
preprint papers 
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• Self-archiving first proposed by Stevan 
Harnad 

1994 

1999 
• Open Archives Initiative (OAI) launched to 

improve accessibility to archives/repositories 
through interoperability standards 

http://www.openarchives.org/ 
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• National Library of Medicine launches 
PubMed Central in 2000 

• Mandated deposit for NIH-funded 
research since 2008 

• Green OA archive of biomedical and life 
sciences journal literature  

2000 

http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov 

• Allows embargoes 

• 3.1 million articles (to June 2014) 
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• BioMed Central launches OA platform 
in 2000 

• First to establish the model of Article 
Processing Charges (APCs) 

• London-based 

2000 

http://www.biomedcentral.com 

• Currently publishes 265 journals 

• Bought by Springer in 2008 
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• The Public Library of Science (PLoS) 
begins OA publishing 

• PLoS ONE is the world’s first 
‘mega-journal’ and its largest 

• Now the largest OA publisher, though 
only 7 journals 

2002 

http://www.plos.org 

• Policy is that “everything good enough 
to publish, will be published” 

o Publishes ca. 3,000 articles per month 
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• Other major publishers begin launching 
“hybrid” OA journals 

• 2007: Hindawi converts to OA and 
mass-launches journals 

2007-2010 

• PLoS One “clones” begin to appear (e.g. 
SAGE Open and BMJ Open in 2010) 

• Now the largest OA publisher by 
titles, with over 300 

http://www.hindawi.com 
http://sgo.sagepub.com 
http://bmjopen.bmj.com 
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• eLIFE 

• UP metajournals 

2012 

• PeerJ  

• New OA models are emerging: 

• Collaboratively run journal from 
3 major funders: Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute, the Max Planck 
Society and the Wellcome Trust   

• Experimenting with the idea of 
lifetime memberships for authors 

• Encouraging OA publishing also 
of research data and software 

http://www.elifesciences.org      https://peerj.com        http://metajnl.com 
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Open Access Today 
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Open Access in 2014 

 9,852 OA journals in Directory of Open Access Journals (as of June 2014) 

 Estimate 20-50% of newly-published content available OA 

 Estimate: 50% of papers published in 2011 were OA  

 

 
 

How much research is available under Open Access? 
 

Laakso et al. (2011) The Development of Open Access Journal Publishing from 1993 to 2009. PLoS ONE 
6(6): e20961. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0020961 
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Open Access in 2014 

 90 funder mandates 

 Majority mandate Green route or author choice 

 Only RCUK policy indicates preference for Gold 
 

Open Access mandates worldwide 
 

 217 institutional mandates 

http://roarmap.eprints.org/ 
http://sparceurope.org/analysis-of-funder-open-access-policies-around-the-world/ 
 

See: 
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The Current Climate and 
What this Means for OA 
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16 July 2012 
 
The new policy, which will apply to all qualifying publications being 
submitted for publication from 1 April 2013, states that peer reviewed 
research papers which result from research that is wholly or partially 
funded by the Research Councils: 

RCUK announces new Open Access policy  

• must be published in journals which are compliant with 
Research Council policy on Open Access 

The Policy Environment 
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The Wellcome Trust plans to withhold a portion of grant money from scientists who do not make 
the results of their work freely available to the public... In addition, any research papers that are 
not freely available will not be counted as part of a scientist's track record when Wellcome 
assesses any future applications for research funding. 
 
The trust is the second largest medical research charity in the world, spending more than £600m 
on science every year. Its director, Sir Mark Walport, has said that publishing research papers 
should be considered a cost of a research project in the same way as a piece of lab equipment. 

Wellcome Trust will penalise  
scientists who don't embrace open access 
Wealthy medical charity says it will withhold researchers'  
final grant payments if they fail to make their results open access 

The Guardian, Thursday 28 June 2012 

The Policy Environment 
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• Coordinated moves towards 
OA mandate policies in EU 

“[Open Access… ] is essential for 
Europe's ability to enhance its 
economic performance and improve 
its capacity to compete through 
knowledge. Open Access can also 
boost the visibility of European 
research, and in particular offer small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
access to the latest research for 
exploitation.” 

• Large publishers are very 
international 
and lobby actively 

 

• Recent example of the 
Research Works Act 

 

The Policy Environment 
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Research Works Act (H.R. 3699) 

• Massive international outcry, 
especially from researchers 

• Contained provisions to prohibit 
open-access mandates for federally 
funded research 

• Congress members who introduced 
the act ‘motivated by large 
donations by the academic 
publisher X’ 

The Policy Environment 
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The Policy Environment 
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• Released in August 2012 

• Very important for UK and sets 
a precedent for other countries 

• Gold Open Access mandated for 
publicly-funded research 

• Universities will switch from ‘big 
deals’ to paying from APC funds 

• RCUK funds universities directly 

http://www.researchinfonet.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/Finch-Group-report-executive-
summary-FINAL-VERSION.pdf 

The Policy Environment 

The Finch Report 
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• Opposition to Finch report comes from 
advocates for Green-only OA 

• Argument that Finch is wrong to 
mandate Gold 

1. Steven Harnad: http://openaccess.eprints.org/index.php?/archives/951-Testing-
the-Finch-Hypothesis-on-Green-OA-Mandate-Ineffectiveness.html 

2. Cameron Neylon: http://cameronneylon.net/blog/first-thoughts-on-the-finch-
report-good-steps-but-missed-opportunities 

• More balanced criticism is that the 
government should require 
complimentary Green OA as well, and 
mandate the CC-By license2  

The Finch Report: Debate 

The Policy Environment 
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OA into the Future 
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Not just journals 
• Many disciplines (e.g. Humanities) 

yet to fully benefit from electronic 
OA publishing because much 
output is in book form 

• Many scholarly monographs are 
overpriced and poorly distributed 

• “At this price, people will only read 
the reviews” 

• Research libraries are increasingly 
looking to save money 

• One e-copy for multiple students 

• No shelf space requirements 

• No lending administration overhead   
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Not just journals 

• OAPEN/OAPEN-UK  
 
 
• Knowledge Unlatched 

• Directory of Open Access Books 

Open Access Book Initiatives 

• Many smaller-scale initiatives e.g. 
Open Book Publishers, university 
press publishing 

http://www.oapen.org/ 
http://www.knowledgeunlatched.org/ 
http://www.doabooks.org/ 
 
 
 

• Commercial Publishers also getting in 
on the act 

http://www.oapen.org/
http://www.oapen.org/
http://www.knowledgeunlatched.org/
http://www.knowledgeunlatched.org/
http://www.doabooks.org/
http://www.doabooks.org/
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Not just journals 

 
 

• Open Data movement going 
from strength to strength 

• Developing in parallel with Open 
Access 
• E.g. PLoS data deposit mandate 

• Open Data largely deposited in 
repositories, but publishers are 
now experimenting with “data 
journals” 
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Not just journals 

 
 

• Nature’s Scientific Data 
• Earth Systems Science Data 
• GigaScience 
• Ubiquity Press “metajournals” 

 
• Other publishers 

experimenting with data 
journals: Wiley, Sage, Hindawi, 
f1000… 

 

Data Journals 
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Why data journals? 

 Researchers understand the value of papers 

 University departments and the REF understand papers 

 Data can (and should) be cited using DataCite DOIs in articles, but 
this is not often enough 

 Researchers already know how to reference papers 

 Familiar Impact metrics can be collected 
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Ubiquity Press “metajournals” 
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Not just journals 

 
 

  

 Open software 
 
 Open “wetware” 
 
 Could any research output be 

“published” openly? 
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OA Business Models 
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 OA available for a fee in subscription journal 

 “Big deals” available 

 Protects the status quo (and profits?) 

 Concerns about double dipping 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the established publishers offering? 

Pure Open Access Titles 
 

The Hybrid Model 

  Most established publishers now offer fully OA journals 

 Elsevier has 90 OA titles (out of around 2000) 

 OA “mega journals” becoming more prevalent 

 Sage Open 

 BMJ Open 

 Springer Plus 

 APCs average almost £2000 
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PLoS ONE model 

 
 

 Pioneer of mega-journal approach 
 Low-barrier peer-review 
 APC based (aka “author pays”) 

 $1350  
 Institutional memberships available  

 Model widely replicated by other OA publishers 
(both new and established) 
 

Criticisms: 
 
 Quality  
 Mega-journals not universally popular 
 (Perception that) onus on author to fund 
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Disruptive Forces 

 
 

 
ELife: 
 Biomedical and life science megajournal 
 Funded by Wellcome Trust 

 Currently free to publish 
 Long term sustainability? 
 

f1000 
 Life science and medicine  
 APC $1000 
 Novel post-publication peer review 
 Charges for additional services 

 Personalisation and recommendation 
 Metrics and rankings 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

New forces in OA publishing 
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Disruptive Forces 

 
 

 
PeerJ: 
 No APCs 
 Authors purchase membership to publish 

 Starts at $99 for lifetime membership 
 Limitations on number of papers 
 Multiple authors need to be members 

 Will this model offer better value for 
researchers? 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

New forces in OA publishing 
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Disruptive Forces 

 
 

 
Ubiquity Press: 
 
 Low, affordable APCs  

 £250 per article (sometimes less) 
 Fully transparent pricing 
 Streamlined publication process 
 Membership offers for institutions 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

New forces in OA publishing 
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• have an overview of institutional research activities 

The Library and OA 

Libraries and librarians 

• are redefining their roles within research institutions 
 

• are a trusted source of advice on access and dissemination of 
research 

• have a strong interest in ensuring library funds are efficiently 
allocated 

• are well aligned with the values of open access and open 
scholarship 

• are focusing more and more on electronic resources and data 
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The Role of the Library 

Managing OA funds 

• Role of APC fund management often (always?) falls to the Library 
• Centralised fund requires centralised management 

• Support from Funders (e.g. RCUK) or Institution-wide fund 
  

Challenges: 

 

• Who should receive funding? 
• How to administer: managing individual payments cumbersome 
• Do publisher membership schemes offer better value? Simpler 

administration? 
 
 New services emerging to address these challenges: Open Access Key 

(OAK), Jisc APC, Swets 
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The Role of the Library 

Advocacy and Outreach 

  

• Researchers look to the Librarian for advice on dissemination 
and access to information 

• Thorough understanding of scholarly communications process 
• Contacts with other key stakeholders: publishers, funders… 
• Historically supportive of OA movement  
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The Role of the Library 

Library as Publisher 

  

• Becoming increasingly common (particularly in the US) 
• Library Publishing Coalition 

• Regaining control of the publishing process (and costs) 
• Student journals 
• Library generally oversees the Institutional Repository. Not such 

a huge leap to online publishing… 
• Librarians already possess much of the knowledge required 
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Library as Publisher 

Open Journal Systems (OJS) 

  

• Offers simple platform for open publication 
• Completely free 
• Open Source software 

• Requires some technical expertise 
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Library as Publisher 

Open Journal Systems (OJS) 

  

• Offers simple platform for open publication 
• Completely free 
• Open Source software 
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Library as Publisher 

Bepress 

  

• Institutional Repository software with “overlay journal” 
capability 

• Mostly US/Canada 
• Charged for service (annual subscription) 
• Proprietary software 
• Full support provided 
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Library as Publisher 

Bepress 

  

• Institutional Repository software with “overlay journal” 
capability 

• Mostly US/Canada 
• Charged for service (annual subscription) 
• Proprietary software 
• Full support provided 

 
 

• Open Source software 
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Library as Publisher 

Ubiquity Press’ model 

  

• Works with Universities to publish journals, 
monographs/books, data and more 

• Anything from ad-hoc book publishing to full scale University 
Press 

• Combines Ubiquity Press’ publishing and technical expertise, 
with an Institutions own, in-house knowledge and expertise 

• Pay for what you publish model (low risk) 
• Editorial and peer-review support 
• Access to pool of peer-reviewers 
• Institutional branding 
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Institutional branding 
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University Press Portal 
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Providing a solution for presses 
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Network of Presses 
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• Sustainability: for both institutions and publishers 

• Green vs. Gold (or some combination) 

• Author engagement/adoption of OA 

• Development of OA in humanities, social sciences 

• Improved discoverability of OA content 

• Changing perception: “predatory” OA journals have damaged the 

reputation of the field 

 

 

Remaining Challenges 
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• We have an Open Access future 

• More content types will be available openly 

• Policies and mandates are key drivers of OA 

 

• University Libraries have a key role to play in the future of OA 

• Not only as supporters and administrators, but as publishers 

 

 

 

Summary 
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For more information: 

Questions? 

caroline.wilkinson@ubiquitypress.com 
@ubiquitypress 
@cmw_dam 
http://www.ubiquitypress.com 
  


